
CHAPTER I I I

From Semiotics to Deconstru,ction and
Post -Mofumist Theories of Textual'iry

r. Code in Semiotic Theory: the Nature of Semiotic Theory

In general tenns semiotics is the dreory of signs. But in practice semiotic
theory achieves its most distinctive imponance in two particular areas, both
of which we have yet to consider more adequately with reference to our
discussion of textuality. The first area concems the nature and status of
the roles through which texts communicate meanings. The second concems
those forns of non-aerbal soc;al behat:iourwtrch, through tie presupposition
of a code, become signifying messages. All ters presuppose code. The text
of a medical prescription, for example, has been encoded by a medical
practruoner in accordance with the conventions of the profession, and
invites a pharmacist to de-code it for action in the light of these shared
conventions. A music score has been encoded by a composer, and waits to
be de-coded by an orchestra or singers in a musical event.

In these examples, however, the rrl, is not the iterns ofinformation which
constitute the "message". The code is the sign-sJtstem, lattie, or netvork, in
terms ofohith thelingtistic choices which convey the message are er,?ressed.
The musical code which enables the composer to speci& the production of
a particular note for a particular length of time is not the note itself (which
would be the message); but the stave or staff of live parallel horizontal lines
(together with the clefand the specified areas where possible choices about
key signature and time would be supplied) which constrtute the rrut /d m
tems ofphich grven nores can be chosen and their propenies specified.

Complex texts may presuppose several different layers of code. For
example, the Apocalpse ofJohn at one lelel presupposes the range of
possible lexical and grammatical choices available in hellenistic Greek
(albeit the Apocalptist's Greek presses the code at times to its limitsl)
But it also operates on the basis ofa system ofconventions used by earlier
apocalptic.' Some allusions to earlier tents such as Ezekiel, Zechariah,
and Daniel are not rnerely rerninders about earlier traditions. Sometimes
they perform not a stylistic but a renr'or, function, providing yet another
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level of encoding in terms of which a message is to be read. In these
cases we have examples of what Juli. Kristeva in her work on semiotics
has called intertextualiu, She rwites "The term intertextuality denotes this
transposition ofone (or several) sign system(s) into another; but since this
term has often been underctood in th€ broad sense of'study ofsources'we
prefer the term t,'drgrriti0, because it specifies that the passage from one
signifying system to another demands a new articulation. . . .".

To make a mistake about the semiotic code. thercfore. violates the terl
and distorts its me.ning. Language in fie Apoca\pse ofJohn about "one
hundred and forty-four thousand" (Rev.7:4) presupposes a code which is
different from that which generates meaning in the case of mathematical
propositions. [n the code ofmathematics, the network ofchoices operates in
telms ofa contmst which opposes or excludes "one hundred and forty-four
thousand and one" or "one hundred and forty-rhree thousand and ninety
nine." But the tert of Revelation presupposes contrastive networks which
signal differences between completeness and incompleteness with reference
to a history of traditions about "twelve" which have become familiar enough
to represent a convention among certain communities. Where horses' heads
seem to become merged with heads oflions fi.ev. g:ro) the code which is
presupposed is not that of empirical visual observation and description.
The "measu ng" of the temple (Rev.rr:r,, may perhaps involve several
layers of signifying systems of interter'tuality, as John Court's exegesis may
imply.3

The culture-speciflc nature of codes is underlined when we examine
the second feature to which we refered in semiotics, namely the role
of non-verbal behaviour. The conventions of apocallptic can be no more
stmnge to the modem westem world than th€ code which forms the basis
for the operation of daffic lights might seem to the ancient world. The
€xistence of such a code ftased on arbitrary colour-conrasts) gives rise
to extended and metaphorical applications. A modem pi€tist might say: "l
pray€d, and God gave me a green light". Flowers in their natural habitat
do not usually conv€y a message. But if they are woven into a wreath!
and sent to a funeral, they become a sl3z of sl,rnpathy and respect, on
the basis of a shared social code. To mistak€ the code, and to send a
funeral-wreath to a wedding would be to commit a social gaffe, comparable
to inteq)reting the ApocalJpse as empirical description. Clothes can become
signs which convey given signals on particular occasions. Negative signals
can be g€nerated by a given choice ofclothes either because someone makes
a mistake, or because they consciously revolt against the shar€d conventions
of the social group rvhich holds them.

Roland Barthes has explored, with interesting eflects, a wid€ range of
non-verbal social behaviour $hich has the capacity to generate signs on the
basis of code: 6lm, furniture, cooking, spon, the use of political slogans,
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dress-fashions, beards, perfumes, advertising, striptease, cars, and photog-
raphy.4 In these examples the arl3 is not the panicular choice ofa particular
car or item of clothing but the network of possible options in relation to
which apanicular car or choice of clothin8 becomes'significant". Umberto
Eco makes a parallelpoint. He asserts: uTocofirmunicate is to use the entire
world as a serniotic apparatus. I believe that rrfrn is that, and nothing else".
For example: 'l am speaking through my clothes. IfI were wearing a NIao
suit, ifl werc without a tie, the ideologrcal connotations of my speech would
be changed."s

It might seem that we have already exposed the "radical" character of
code for meaning and for the interpretation of meaning. But we have
barely begun. The very serious philosophical issue which all this raises
for Roland Banhes and others is the relation between language and dre
world, or more especially, the reladon between language and social culture.
In the thought of Barthes and ofJulia Kristeva semiotic theory constitutes
a metalanglage or second-order critique of language and signs.6 Injulia
Kristeva's words, "No form ofsemiotics can exist other than as a critrque
of semiotics."T What such meta-reflection suggests for Barthes is that the
effect of semiotic theory is radically to unmask the status of codes which
are often assumed to mirror the world as no more t]3n p rflc,Jlar habits 0J-
mind or altural onsrmcx.

If, however, langrage-operations depend on linguistic codes, Barthes
argues, this principle applies to all language as such. People assume that
language mirrors the extemal world. They fiust language to allow fie
possibility of oblectivity. But its relation to the world is culture-bound
and arbitrary. At this point Barthes borrows the teminology and some ol'
the ideology of Marxism. Bourgeois cultures utilize this confused "mysd-
fication" whereby they and the masses remain subject to the illusion that
we encounter "nature" or "objectivity" in the slstems of the culture- The
task of the semioticist is to unmask this pseudo-obiectivity; to "decipher"
a meaning-network which "conc€als" or "naturalizes' what amounr to
no more than conventions. Mystification is a tool whereby bourgeois
cultures transmit their own values under the guise of objective truth. The
consequences which follow from all this are radical: the subiect-mafter of
language and texts remains intrelinglistic; they do not describ€ states of
aflairs about the extemal vorld; texts and meanings are endlessly fluid and
plural.s

We must ask, however: are the implications of modem semiotic theory
as radical as Barthes and others maintain? Th€ pre-history of semiotics
can be taced beck into classicat antiquity. Hippocrates stressed the role of
signs in medical diagnosis and prognosis. Aristode distinSlished between
necessary signs (for example, fever as a sign of i ness) and those which
depended only on probability (whether fast breathhg constituted a sign of

fever). Augustine noted the capacity of signs to point beyond themselves,
and like Locke, viewed linguistic signs as identitying markers of thoughts
or ideas. Hobbes and Locke held theories about the naflrre of sicns in
hnglage. Nevenleless dle pre-history of t}re \ubiecr rhrous up nJne of
tie most sensitire issues.

The two mator innovative thinkers who founded semiotics as a modem
discipline were Charles S. Peirce (r839-r9r4) and Ferdinand de Saussure
(r857-r9r3). The Swiss linguistician Saussure never envisaged rhat his
work would lead to the kind ofconclusions advocated by Banhes, Denida.
and the post-structuralist deconstrucrionists, even if Derrida insists that
Saussure's work logically implies the outcome when it is ,,radicalize{i".

Indeed the inmediate impact of Saussure's work lay in the founding
of modem general linguistics as a sober scientific discipline of linguistic
description. John Lyons er?r€sses the mainstream view in that discipline
that Saussure is effectively the founder of the subject.e

Nevertheless, Saussure did insist on three fundamental principles, which
ve shall shody erylore. Fi$t, h€ insisted on whathe called "Ihe arbitla4l
nature of the sign" as a key principle.'o Second, he argued that language
functions as "a system of interdependent terms"." Meaning is generated
by rclattons of dffirnce within this system. For example, in a sub-system
of colour-words, "oiange' derives is meaning liom its difference fiom its
next-door neighbours in the conrinuum, "red" and "yellow", rather than
ftom pointing to oranges on trees. Third, Saussure distinguished between
concrete acts of speech (parole) and the language-system (angue) which
represents a purelyrmal ar abstrad stntctute; a network ofpossibilities out
of which concrete unerances could be generated. l-arj?. d;es nol -exist_

in the external world.
More than 6fty years after Saussurc's death, Jacques Denida was

to radicafize his principles of a it/ainess znd difermce into an anti-
m€taphysical view of language, thought, and rhe world. "Difference"
becomes a key anti-ontological category. What Banhes describes as the
process of "mystification' whereby the merely cultural is endowed with
pseudo-obiectivity is an illusion easier to maintain, Derrida suggess, in
oral speech than in wdting or written te$s. Only vocal or oral utterance
can appear to suppon the illusion of'a metaphysics ofpresence", centred
on the word, as if the word itself minored the world and realitv. But
writing calls anendon to dre absence of rhe writer, and invires a ;eater
pluratity ofinterprerarions ofpossible meanings. lflanguage is a diffirential
network, and if differences generate meanings, we should focus not on
Iinglistic "€ntities" ("Logocentrism") but on the differences between siqns.
It then becomes an operarive principle of interprerarion for Derrida Gar
diferefltiatioi (FL dif irmrr) leads to and invites /4a'- nent (Fr. dif,hanz)],
We can never reach any "final" poinr in the interpretation of meaning. One
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semiotic process leeds on to another, and none is grounded in *reality" or
in the erternal world.

These claims will bring us back to Saussue, when we ettempt to
revaluate the implications of the thre€ principles which he erpounds.
But a preliminary comment is also invited on the influence of Charles
S. Peirce. Peirce is often associated with the philosophy of pragmatism,
although in Peirce this principle related primarily to his work on meaning,
and less explicidy to theories of truth, as $as the case in Williem James.
Nevertheless, several principles formulated by Peirce were to haye very
broadly parallel effects to those of the "radicalization" of Saussure. First,
Peirce stressed the fallible character of all human knowledge, beliefs
and stat€ments. Beliefs amount largely to "habits of behaviour". Second,
thinking or thought has to do with the use ofsigns. Yet signs point beyond
themselves to other signs and sign-relations. Finally, meaning is to be seen
primarily in terms of meaning-a1fta. It is here that Peirce's pragmadsm
has is most far-reaching effects. lvhat is important and "cashable" about
meenirg is i|! beering on the conducr of life.

Recendy Robert S. Corrington has put forward a detailed case for the
view that Pefce laid the foundations for American hemeneutics, or
for a hermeneutical tradrtion which is distinctive of modem American
philosophical thought.'3 He traces a hadition in America which, it might
be argued, is comparable to the radicalization of Saussure in Europe.
Corrington stresses that for Peirce there is "no 'pure' given". He adds
(with an additional allusion to Josiah Royce): "Reality consists of signs and
sign relations". This emphasis must be coupled with P€irce's pragmatic
interest in meaning-4Frts. Against such a beckground, audience-criticism
and read€r-related theories of textuality, hermeneutics, and literary theory
find ready hospiality. The fundamental question which fiese two pamll€l
trends in Europe and in America raise, therefore, is: are thes€ "radical"
implications the genuhe and inescapable implications of mains$eam
semiotic theoryl To begin to answer this question we must look more
closely at the work of Saussure, and at its eflects in semiotics, linguistics,
and biblical interDretation.

z. Need Semiotics Lead to Deconstructionismi Differenr
Understandings of the Implications of Semiotic Theory

Saussure insists that, as a 6rst principle, "the arbitrary nanre ofthe sign"
constitutes an axiom which "doninates all the linguistics of language; its
consequences are nlrmberless".'s It is arbitrary, for example, that French
speal€rs use two words, bot mtrchi,where English spe.&els use one, ,rday'.

It is also arbitrary that English splis up the colour-spectrum semiotically
in such a way that this langlage has one word for "blue", while Russians
have to decide whether to use go&b07, "light blue", or rii, "dark blue,.
French speakers have to choose between ,r ', an d marmfl for a segment of
the sp€ctrum which in English is merely'brown". It is arbitrary that Latin
and Greek use tlre one-rvord fotms ano and trhilo or era, where English
and German use two-word forms; I loue and ih fielr. Such gammatical
cateSodes as substantive verbs, oradiectives, Saussure comments, represent
abstract distinctions of h.bit, convention and convenience. They a.e not
imposed by the nature of the world: "they are not linguistic realities".'6

In the second place, every linglistic sign that carries meaning does so
by virtue of its being paft of a qsteln or struerurc which generates the value,
force, or meaning of its componenr elem€nts through the interplay of
similarities and differences within the system. Saussure wfites: "Langlage
is a system of interdependent terms in which the value (la z;alea) of each
term results solely from the simultareous presence of the others."'7 He
illustrates the principle from the "value" of a given piece in chess. This
depends on the state of the whole board, and draws its operational
signincance from its rclation to other pieces in the structure of rhe game.
Mearing is generated and assessed not by how a sign-unit mirrors or fails
to mirror some entity in the extemal world, but by how it relates to other
sign-units within the system.

The lattice of the system has a vertical and a horizontal a{s. Meanings
ere generated by relations and differences along each axis. Fund.mental
differences are generated venically by the possibiliry of ahtmattue ehoices of
words where the use ofone excludes the use of the other. They may have
the same sl.ntactic function, but different meanings. Such words stand in
Pa.Tadignotic rclanons to each orher. For example in the conterl of speech
about trafnc signels, "red" and "green" stand in paradigmatic relation to
each other as altemative linguistic choices which could be slotted into the
same space in an appropriate sentence. Each draws pan ofirs meaning from
i(s contrast to tie other. But there is also a ho.izontal axis of difference.
Both "red" and ugreen" are colour-words, but they are different from
the verbal forms "see", "notice', "signal". These oth€r rerms provide the
horizontal contexl, or rJntagmatic relatjonship irtto which the colour-words
can be slotted as adiacent terms in a sentence. Part of the meaning of
"red' is that in syntagmatic terms, it is the kind of word which can be
the obiect of the verb "[ see", and an adjective applicable to "signal".
It makes sense in the chain of language: "[ see a red signal". Pan of ia
Eeaning in p.radigmatic tems, is drawn from its difference from 'green".

Both ^xes entail diferene.s.
This brings us to the third main principle from Saussure which concems

us- The speaker dms not verbally or orally explore the entire repenoir€ of
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altemative possibilities from which he or she may choose, each time an
utterance occurs. The lattice or sEucture of differing but inter-related
t€rms, represents not a concrete ^ctuality but an a.bstratt ,o,ertiali1l nnnl
a speaker actualizes a particular choice rn a concrete use ofa specific piece
oflangrage. Saussure drew aftention to this distinction by consistendy using
tl\e term langae for q,hat he called "the storehouse' of langoage; la gue
consists in the abstract of ua collection of necessary conventions", On the
other hand, he uses the word pamle to denote a contrete act of speech; one
ohich is made possible on the bxis of langue. Langua rEresenrs rhe formal,
abstnct, structure; palr/a represents the specific, concrete, utterance.

I have discussed the work of Saussure and its implications for biblical
studies in greater detail elsewhere.'3 Saussure's distinction between /argzt
and lamle rcmulrs fundamental botl in linguistics and in semiotics. Ir
semiotics it marks the differ€nce between e sign, or more stricdy the use
ofa given sign on a given occ.sion, and the differential network of relations
betw€en signs on the basis ofwhich the given sign irselfbears meaning. The
distinction betwe€n /arj!.€ and parolrin Saussure's 'semiology" corresponds
to Roman Jakobson's later formulation of the conrast between rr1, and
rn r$dge, and is parallel to Charles Peirce's distincti onbetween tjte end tokm.
frlerr, in Peirce's semiotic theory, are particuler, even unique, physical
obtects or events located at a given place in space or time. ryy'.r a.e pattems
or abstnct classes ofwhich t *.rr constitute actual instanciations.

What is the relation beween signs, sigr fication, and the extemal world in
C.S. Peirce's semiotic th€ory? His semiotics ere complex, but they entail dre
following principles. Peirce distinguished three possible modes of relation
between a sign and what it signifies. If a sign functions purely as an izlzr,
the relationship may be primarily ofa physical or quasi-physical c.use-effect
kind. For example, a weather vane carries a message about wind direction.
Ar index "is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of
its being really affected by that Object".'e Sigrs which function as i,rr,s
are related to their obiects by similarity of structure. For example, a map,
diagram, or representational picture corresponds either isornorphically or
at least by "fitness", to the elements of what it portrays and their relation
to each other. Signs which function as Orrarolr Peirce stresses, have no such
causal, quasi-physical or "fioess" characteristics: in this respecr thei use as
signs is arbitrary, or at le ̂ sr d\e ro rcgularly ha.bituttal pancns of associatjot.
Here a prccess of pattem-recognition involving t , allows the interpr€ter
to perceive e relation ofmeaning: "A slmbol is a sign which r€fers to the
Obiect that it denotes by virtue of a law, usually an association of general
ideas, which opemtes to cause the symbol to be interpreted as referring to
that Obiect. lt is thus itself a general t}?e or law , rh^t is, . Legisign" .."

Peirce viewed semiotics as a branch of logic and phitosophy. But are
Utes ar\d lsghig'l.s products of logical necessity, or generalizations based
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only on regularities and associations ofhabit observ€d as contingent data of
er?erience? Here Peirce's thought becornes more complex, and is capable
of more than one possible interpretation. The complexity is pardy due to
Peirce's insistence ihat indices, icons, and slmbols are not three distinct
k7& of sign, but three distinct nr&r by which signs operate which may be
simultaneously present, or present in varying dcgrees. But the most crucial
difference among implicauons dmwn from Peirce refl€ct a condastbetween
a firndamentally pragmatic, behavioural and functional semiotics, afld one
which takes more seriously his concems about logic and the place which he
accords to the inter-subiective iudgm€nts of fie cornmunity. ln due course
we shell not€, in this connection, Karl-Otto Apel's understanding of his
semiotics.

Charles W. Morris is generally regarded as Peirce's succ€ssor in Ameri-
can semiodc theory. Morris developed a theory of signs in terms of
{,hat he called goal-seehng sign-behaviour. Some of his models are
drawn from stimulus-response situations in behavioural psychology. His
centel formulation of a theory of meaning tums on a "disposition to
respond'. He developed from Peirce a more clear-cut distincdon between
ereas within semiotics: {lrradin concems internal reladons between signs;
scmafltics concer'Js the relations between signs and that to which they
poit: ,*hile prognttitt concefiB dre relations beMeen signs and human
sign-rr.rr. But whereas in 1938 Morris understood pmgmatics to involve
"tlre relations between signs ̂ nd ittkrpreteE' (my italics), in 1946 he was
concem€d to re-define this in more b€haviourist terms as (the originsr
uses, and effects of signs within the beheviour in which they occur".,'
This behaviourist emphasis signals a great gllfbetween Morris and Peirce,
as Sindor Hervey righdy argues.22 Peirce saw s€miotics as a branch oflogic
which raised questions about t"vpes, pattems, constraints, and principles.
Morris's primary interest lay in empidcally observable semiotic acts,
processes, speech-tokens, and meaning-effects, and the responses which
they produced. Philosophically his sympathies lay with the anti-metaphysical
logical positivism of Rudolf Camap.

This functional emphasis on meaning-efect finds expression in the
American tradition in a wide variety of forms. It underli€s eppro.ches to
meaning in linguistics (Leonard Bloomfield, r933); behavioural psychology
(B.F. Skinner, 1957); philosophy of language (pardy, W.V.O. Quine,
1960; fully, Richard Rorty, 1979); and audience-orientated literary theory
(Norman Holland, 1975; Stanley Fish, r98o).'3 It underlin€s the claims
put forwerd by Robert Corrington about the foundation of a distinctively
American philosophical hermeneutic in Peirce and Royce. Ideas are fallible;
there are no "pure" givens; knowledge depends on signs which point to
other signs; "la*s" appear at first sight to be derived from lo8ic, but tum
out to b€ only habituated pattems ofbehaviour which generate associationsI
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of ideas. The only ontology ofwhich CorrinFon can speek is "the ontology
of the community".'a

Later in this chapter we shall note how the radical int€ryretstion of
Saussure carried out in the French philosophical and literary tradition
of Barthes and Derrida is developed in American literary theory by Paul
de Man, Harold Bloom and Geoffrey Ha.Enan and in American theology
byJ.D. Crossan, Mark Taylor, and Carl Raschke. Crossan speaks of "the
necessity of a break-out from ontodeology".'5 Carl Raschke sees terls as
"neirher messag€ nor medium".16 Textual meanings are 'liberated" into
infinite fluidity to point beyond themselves in the "melting" ofthe "lanice
of'signs'*hich has been frxed . . . by habits'.,7 Mark C. Taylor draws on
Saussurean difference, Dedda's diflrance, ard Hegel's "neFtivity" to for-
mulate a posunodem theological perception in which "'biblical'revelation"
can find no plac€.,3 ID an excellent study ofposdnodemism David Harvey
observes: "Fregmentation, indeterminacl and intense distrustofall universal
or 'totalizing' discourses . . . are the hallnark ofpostmodemist thought.".e

All the same, there are other ways of responding to Peirc€'s semiotics.
In Europe the most important thinkers for semiotics and hermeneutics who
have dra*n pardy on Peirce include Karl-Ono Apel and Julia Kristeva.
If Christopher Norris is right in comparing "the same giddy limit" of
scepticism in Jacques Derrida and David Hume, then it is all the more
notable fiat for Karl-Otto Apel, Charles Peirce is 'the Kant of American
philosophy".3o In r95z Jiirgen von Kempski had examined parallels
between Peirce's work on the relation between logical form and categories of
habiruated experience with Kant's work on the relation between categories
and judgments. Apel examines Peirce's vork not only in the contextofKant,
but in relation to theories oflanguagc in the later thought of Wittgenstein
and ofGadamer. In all three writers, he concludes, especially when taken
together, there is a convincing case that "the achievement ofinter-subiective
a$eement" constitutes th€ pre-condition for effective sign-operations and
communication.3' Gadamer's emphasis on the trans-cultural horizons of
tradition and comhunity and Wittgenstein's work on public criterir of
meaning combine to harmonize with a conception which, Apel believes,
is centrelly implied by Peirce and Royce. This "regulative principle', Apel
wites, is "that unlimited canmn;it of interpretation phirh i tresufiosed ltj
elEtfone oho ta.ket part in nitiatl ditatssion (tl\at is, by everyone who thin-ks!)
a.s an idzal axtrollinp instaace".t.

Apel's inrer-subiective cornmuniry is nor an empiri(al culture-bound
community which has simply generated a cultured code of its own by
habit and convention. This "ideal" community embodies "various nations,
classes, language-games and life-forms".33 The "habits' to which Peirce
ref€rs cannot be reduced simply to ' an obiect of the empirical social
sciences".3,t To speak disparagingly of merely "conventionaln elements of
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cognition betrays an individualistic ratber than inter-subiective standpoint.
In speaking of "everyone who thinks" Apel has in his view not "consensus"
but brced criteria ofrationality. Wittgenstein imagines e critic confusing the
two issues in this way. He Brites: "'So you are salng that human agreement
decides what is true and what is false?' - It is what human beings rdJL, that is
true and false; and they agree in the language they use. That is not agreement
in opinions but in form of life. If languag€ is to be a means ofcommunication
there must be agreement not only in definitions but also (queer as this rnay
sound) in iudgments. This seems to abolish logic, but does not do so."35
Apel does not claim that Peirce produced an adequate hermeneutic. But
he offers what he calls 'the transcendental hermeneutic interpretation of
Peirce's semiotics' in which the focus is on "the interpreting community
as an interacting community,'36

Several writers have commented on the subdety ofPeirce's thought, and
its consequent capacity to be interpreted in vadous ways, with various
indirect effects.3, The "s€miology" of Saussure has, to no less an extent,
been applied and interpreted in different directions. His most immediate
impect was to set tie agenda for modem linguistics which he provided with
r programmadc foundadon- In spite of Derrida's .ccusadon of Saussur€'s
nblindness" about "writing", Saussur€ bequeathed to linguisticians the
rraditionrlly-agreed principle that spoken langlage is primary. Phonological
description represents a recogtized ea ofthe sublect, Saussure's working
distinction betw€en diachronic and sf'nchronic description also constitutes
e principle oflinguistics. But most important ofall, the three key principles
which we oudined above rcmein operative in th€ discipline, although
without the philosophical implicaions dra*n by Derrida. First, because
linguistic sig$ are arbitrary or convendonal, linguistics remains a &t.i1tr?t,
not prescriptive, discipline. Second, the distinction between langue and

lamle remains fundarnental, end is sometimes expounded (in Chornsky's
terminology) in terms of a contrast between linguistic competence and lin-

8:ristic performance. Third, and most important, bec.use langlage (/arizd)
is a system ofrelations, or a set ofinter-r€lated s]stems, all linguistics is in
p/i.nciple tttuctural lir,gttistics, although this term is sometimes reserYed for
more forrnalist approaches in linguistics.

This emphasis on smrcture began to acquire the status of a doctrine
(structuralism) as well as a tool ofmethod around 1929, when the Prague
Linguistic Cirle fomulated the principle on the basis of Saussure that
linglisticians should begin not with individual 'facts' of language, but from
fre s1'stem which gave them their significance. The linglistics model was
no longer item-cented, but relation-cenEed. Less ex?licidy, trends which
were later to culminate in a sructuralist approach could be detected in
Eduard Sepir's book Languagc (r9zI) published in America, and in the
Russian formalism of Vikor ShUovsky and others. In r93r J. Trier

*
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formulated the axiom of neld semantics that "only within a 6eld" and
"only as part of a whole" does a word carry meaning.3s In the year that
L. Bloomfield published his book Language (1933) N. Trubetzkoy from
the Pragle Circle argued that structuralism in linguistics could provide a
model for other academic disciplines.

These rapid theoretical developments r hich emerged from 1929 to
1933 were taken funher in the r95os by Roman Jekobson and by
Claude L6vi-Strauss. In 1956 Roman Jakobson diagnosed problems of
speech aphasia in terms of Saussure's two structural ales of s).ntagmatic

Oorizontal) and paradigmatic (vertical) relations. Patients found difficulty
either o\er rl\e selective (paradigmadc, metaphoric) axis, a/ over the
combinatory (s).ntagmatic, meton!.rnic) axis, but seldom if ever over both.
In Jakobson's terminology , ^ "message" is a combina,tion of eler ents, lelerkd
from dre possibilities offered t'y "codc".

Structuralisrn was finally applied to other disciplines and brought to fie
centre of dre stage in Claude L6vi-SEauss's book Stlchral Anthropologl
(1958). He asked "whether the different aspects ofsocial life . . . cannot be
studied witl the help ofconcepts similarto those employed in linguistics."3e
Linglistics and social phenomena are "the same" in the sense ofbeing a
language which sFuctures or codes. In his doctoral dissertation he had
examined kinship terms. Rules of kinship and rules of language, he
concludes, "are caused by identical unconscious structures".a" His work,

Julia Kristeva comments, "reconfirms the equivalence between the slmbolic
and the social.'a' The structure is a relation of relations: brother-sister,
husband- wife, father-son, uncle-nephew. Controversially, L6vi-Strauss sees
tie network as a marriage-system, which generates a kind of"logic" about
the availability or 'value" of women for marriage, or what he calls their
"circulation".a, Ldvi-Strauss 6nds examples of code and signification in
marriage laws, ceremonies, rituxls, and even methods of cooking. Many
binary oppositions (cf Saussure's associative or paradigmatic relations) are
culturally significant left hand !s. right hand; raw rx. cooked; examples
of spatial opposition such xs earth 1)s. sLa, land rs. sea, dry ?'r. wet, city

L6vi-Strauss's widest interest, however, was in the structure and sigdfi-
cance ofm]1h. Here the fundamental oppositions include life or. death; man
r,s. God; good rr. bad. trlhether or not we know the codes of a given culturc
"a mlth is still felt as a mlth by any reader anlwhere in fie world."a3 Mydr is
deep structure, a universal narrative model freed from temporal and cultural
conditioning. Myh iselfis anon).rnous. Yet particul m]'thological stories
and folk-tale terts, including the "m)'themes" or constituent-units ofwhich
mlths are composed, depend on suuctures that are culture-relative. There
is an elemenr of ambivalence in L6vi-Strauss about whether all codes or
systems are culnrre-relative, or vhedrer trans-cultural universal features

From Semiati.s to Deconstruction gr

dictate the code that is presupposed at least by ryrh as such. Despite
L6vi-Strauss's appeal to the difference between the scientilic objectilying
perceptions of the "engineer" and the more meta-cdtical perspectives ofthe
brialeur, this anbivalence is noted by Denida and by such commentators as
Lexch, Lentricchia, and Scholes.aa Leach ascribes it pardy to L€vi-Srauss's
desire to eflect a s],nthesis in social anthropology between the approaches of
Malinowski and of Radcliffe-Broun.

This earlier phase of structuralism, however, which traced formal or
quasi-universal structural categories in texts and in odrer phenomena soon
gave way to a recogrition of the implications of comnunity-relativity and
convendon. In chapter XIII, section 3, I discuss the formalist notion of
narrauve-grammar developed by AJ. Greimas and applied repeatedly in
biblical studies of the r97os, especially in earlier volumes of Semeia. In
section 4 of chapter XIII I trace the transposition of stucturalism into
semiotic accounts of rcading-competencies and of readhg-processes, based
on the social conventions ofmatrices ofmeaning-systems inherited by given

Two approaches to biblical texts may be mentioned here, as represenong
p€Npectives which are distinctive, but not unrelated to these issues.
Nortnrop Frye's book The Creat Codc: The Bibh anl Litcrature lgSz)
is "structural" rather than "structuralist". The Bible, he argues, reflects
tmces of "a total sFucture", with a beginning and an end, in which a
structure of recurring pattems becomes evident,4s Images such as the city,
the mountain, bread, wine, garden, tre-e, oil and fountain recur so often as
to indicate "some Lind of unifying principle'. The biblical ter1s reflect a
unified structure of narative and imagery.

Erhardt Giittgemanns, by contrast, offers a fully structuralist approach,
which appeals repeatedly to Saussure and to Saussure's contrast between
langut ̂ \d panle.a6 Territnologically, the designation "generative poetics'
sounds like a post-structuralist and literary theory of the productivity of
intenertual play. But Giittgemanns looks to the lirral model of Noam
Chomsky's generative transformational grarnmar, and this, in tum, looks
b $e lngical-tlni,e ak of Descartes and of mathematical method; not
to the contingent particularities of social history and art. Giiftgemanns
describes his approach as "a new method of linguistic tertual analysis
that is applicable to all human to(s".47 'rar8,/e is ontologically pre-given
lo speaki q parole." aB

None of the varied semiodc or sfuctural aDDroaches which we have
rcviewed, however, demands the kind of transposition of
ditional approaches to textuality which Bardres, Denida,
deconstructionists believe is necessitated by the work of Saussure and
his successors in semiodcs. Even allowing for the ffr;r/ tum, in which
Roland Banhes and Julia Kristeva see semioticr &t a dtique of seniotits,

and other
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the conclusions which deconstructionists draw rest not simrl! or saniotic
theory a.Ltne, bul on an inten i$ure of sentioti1 and lost-modem;tt, ofm
heo - NieE chan, poru-a;ep.

Here an illuminating parallel suggests irself. In 1936 AJ. Ayer published
his book Lanwgq Truth, and Logic, wtrchbecame very inJluential in Britain
in the r93os and r94os. One compon€Dt in its widespread appeal was its
common-sense empirical approech, which British readerships have alwals
found congenial. But its influence was due to a more profound reason. Ayet
teene.l toa'rgre for logicd positivism on the basis of an account of language
and meaning, put forqTard as the result of description and observation. ln
practice, however, his book served to promote tie ,hilosophical doctite
of positivism by dorh;/tg it in linpiti drcts. Only by the early rgsos,
nearly twenty ye4rs later, had this issue become suficiendy clear to the
popular mind for its spell to be broken. This possible par.llel suggests
that we ask again: what elements of deconstructionist theories of texts and
language genuinely rest on principles ofr.rirtr'n rather than on . doctrine
or world-view which is r/orred in seniotie das?

3. Roland Barthes: From Herrneneutics through Semiotics to
Intralinguistic World, and to Text as Play

At least four factors play a part in shaping the theories of textuality which
we find in Roland Barthes (r9r5-rg8o). First, the earlier Barthes is
sFongly motivated by socio-polirical concems of a radically "leff or
broadly neo-Marxist slmpethy. Second, dte influence of Marx, Freud,
and Nietzsche, as the three great umesters ofsuspicion", inspire a range of
models ofsocio-critical hermeneutics in the context of a general war ag"inst
hermeneuticel "innocence", and Barthes's work constitutes an example of
those who draw on Fr€udian alld Marxist traditions or terminology. Third,
his view of the relation betq,een perception and language and the notion
of intralinguistic world should be seen against the background of the
philosophy of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Fokkema and Kunne-Ibsch (1978)
make this point, and D*yer's study of Merleau-Ponty and Wiftg€nstein
(r99o) adds plausibility to it.4e Barthes notes that Merleau-Ponty was the
6rst to inboduce Sawsure into French philosophy; but Merleau-Ponty's
interpretation of Saussure is acknowledg€d by many to be idiosyncratic and
uneven. This may have inlluenced Barthes's use ofsaussue and the nature
of appeals to Saussure in deconsnuctionism. Founily. Banies presses
semiotic theory inro rhe service of his polirical and literary concems. 

I
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entedng into explicit dialogle with Saussure and €xtending the notion of
'code" along similar lines to Ldvi-Strauss.

From the publication of his ftst book, Witiflg Degree Zetu (Ft.rg'3\
Barthes combines a standpoint in literary deory with what we shall
describe later in this study as a ronT-rrlial modrl of hemne tical theory.
ln this model terts which may appear to have a relatively neutral obiective,
or innocent status arc unmasked in a process ofinterpretation as supporting
rrrelrrtr in maintaining given power-structures and power-relations within
a society, culllrre, or religlon. Witing Dcgree ZeTo examhes the literature of
French classicism from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, offering
t\* hammntial diagnosis that what seemed at the time to give it a quality
of inherent 'ighhess" was not some natural or obiecdve feature but its
status as an expression of the bourgeois life and values of the time. With
the break-up ofde classical style, Banhes naces subsequent developments,
arguing that even attempts at a "styleless" (zero degree) writing cannot but
become yet another "style". Neutal \\,riting is impossible. Even the goal of
"lucidity" or "clarity' in sev€nteenti-century France is not a natural virtue
but "a class idiom', reflectingthe 6litism ofprivilege. Banhes confirms this
diagnosis in his later book Citi n and Truth (1966).5"

All this raises fundamental hommeutiul questtons, although it is a socio-
critical hermeneutic of a panicular kind. ln accordance with hermeneutical
principles, Barthes unmask what he regards as the naive innocence of
Frenci literary theorists who detach questions of this kind from what,
ir hermeneutical theory, we should call th€ historicitt of language: the
capacity of langlage to be condldoned by the historical horizon of the
writer and by the historical horizon of the reader or interpreter. As we
have suggested, a Marxist background shapes Barthes's concems about
ideologies and bourgeois culture; while the legacy of Nietzsche encourages
questions about power and iconoclasm. Barthes endorses whole-hean€dly
the Freudian erposure of the "innocencen of any academic actiyity which
fails to take account of psychoanalysis and the unconscious. Freud's work
would play a maior part in the deconstrucoonism ofJacques Lacan and in
Julia Kristeva's semiotics.

Barthes took this hermeneutical iconoclasm further, at a more popular
level, in his next-but-on e book MJthologies (Fr.rgs7). Herc he unmasks as
illusory the supposed descriptive objectivity of a variety of phenomena. He
e.xamines photogaphy, in which both the clothing and posture ofthe subiect
and the conventions and methods of the photognpher convey messages
over and above bare description.s, He considers the cover of a m:gazine'
where the pictur€ of a black soldier saluthg the French flag .ttempts to
re-inforce imperialist assumptions in tle Algerian situation.5z He drscusses
the spectacle ofrnesding, where the action serves more as a ntual dran as
a genuine contest.53 This book has been wntten, Barthes tells us frankly,
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out of 'a feeling of impatience at the sight of the 'naturalness' with which
newspapers, art, and common sense constandy dress up reality . , . I resented
seeing Natur€ and History confused at every tum.'5.

The last section of the book, sub-tided "Mlth Today" serves to make
two broad and basic points. First, Barthes argres th.t (mlrh', in the
sense in which he has used the term, is a semiological system. Here
he introduces Saussure to his readers. The face-value of rhe myths
depend on one level of signification; but if they are placed within "a
greater semiological system", we perceive a second-order meaning which
unmasks tlem.ss There is a parallel here, Barthes suggests, with Freud's
interprctation principle of a second-order ofmeaning which lies below the
surfece. In both cases we can "decipher" what is signified.s6 Second, mlths
themselves appear to be neutnl or non-political. But dle "deciphering"
of m!th, virtualy by dehnition of the role of m]th as a tool of the
Establishment or the bougeoisie, will be undertaken by members of the
political Left.

Semiotics, or "semioloSy" (to use Saussure's term) offers, or seems
to offer, an explanatory model for de-coding, de-mystifuing, or de-
ideologizing, not only language but cultural phenomena. L6vi-Strauss,
in this very year, was preparing his .Srr{t ral Anthn olog, lor rhe prcss.
At the risk of beginning to over-srerch what Roman Jakobson meant
by "code", Barthes sees semiotics as performing a task at two levels:
the descriptive and the meta-linguistic. First the traditional codes which
gener^ted lima facie messages embodied bourgeois values. A descriprion
of the semiotic process could unmask the illusion of obiective innocence
as such that it was. Second, semiotics seemed to offer a meta-language: a
system oflanguage-description which somehow stood outside the language
which it was describing. At bodr levels semiotics seemed to offer a tool for
Barthes's literary and political concems.

The text in which Barthes follows Saussure most close! is his t/ezra?rr ,/
Setaklog (Fr. 1964) He follows and expounds Saussure's arguments about
system, about slntagmatic .nd associative or paradigmatic relations, about
oppositions and differences within the rystem, and enters into dialogue
with linguisticians who have sought to re6ne Saussure's work, especially
Jakobson, HjeLnslev and Maninet. Barthes is careful about how he substi-
tutes such systems as the garment-s]stem, food-system, fumirure-system,
and architecture-sfstem for systems thatwere otherwise purely linguistic.sT
For example iuilapositions in clothin8 or in items of furniture represent the
syrtagna, and allow for associative or paradigmatic choices. But Barthes
carefully allows for the possibility that choices sometimes depend in life
on oiher f.cton. Thus someon€'s choice between a long skin and a shon
skirt may either have semiological significance, or be due to considerations
about protection from the weather,s3

From Semiotics to Denutmaion

Oppositions in e paradigmatic field may be simple binert pattems, like
the talking drurn of the Congo tribes, which has two notes; or like dots
and dashes of the morse code, or digrtal systems of computers. Or we
can have muldleteral proportional oppositions, like the combinadons of
colour-variatlons and oppositions of circle and triangle in the Highway
Code.se Marked and unmarked terms in a privative opposition can be
explained in more than one possible way (e.9. in the examples dog^itch,
man/wife. nurse/male nurse, the first telln is the unmarked or 'neutral"

term in the opposition). For Barthes, this is the "zero degree" of the
opposition which is "a signilicant absence" in "a pure differential stete'.6"
Binary oppositions are not the only ones. Barthes points out that Seussure
did not conceive of th€ .ssociatrve or prradigmatic field as only binary, and
approves of Martinet's conclusion that "binarism' is neither universal nor
dictated by nature rather than culture.6' ln such cultural systems as clothing
fashions Barthes argres that the network ofcongasts is polysemic. Barthes
points out that tie applications of these linguistic and semiotic models to
social life is something which Saussure enusaged, end ofwhich he therefore
would have approved.6.

All this remains comprtible with traditional semiotic theory. Semiotrcs
still sefies a heiflen.ulial theory in which langlage-uses are still grounded
in the historicity of language-using communides. The emphasis in the later
witings, from 1966 onwards, on meaning end interpretation as an endless
succession of semioucally-generated variants has not yet become explicit
But Barthes begins to foresee dre logical problem entailed in the idea of
ascribing to semiotic theory the status of a meta-language which deciphers
end de-codes everyday language and literature. He is not sadsfied, as
the Marxist lit€rery theorist Fredric Jameson is, to view Marxism as the
6nal great 'interpretive master code" which forms the 'untranscendable

horizon' of all t€xtual interpretadon. For Banhes foresees the possibility
of the criticism of his work which is in fact put forward, in spite of
Barthes's later shift in emphasis, by Srndor Hervey. Commenting on
"the paradox of 'semioclasm'" Hervey declares, "In a nutshell the irony
is that Barthesianism has been ovenaken by the necessary fate ofsuccessful
ideologies; it has become a dogma."6a A metalanguage can in theory
b€come a vehicle for new mlthologies and new traditions. Hence Barthes
argues that there is no reason in principle why one metalanguage should
not be scrutinized and "deciphered" by another. In principle there can be
arl infinite series ofsemiotic layers, in which no "final" reading or semiotic
sJrstem can be reached. Meanings rnust therefore be infinitely plural.

Sorne identi! the moment of a shift in thought in Barthes with the
ptrblication of Citicisn and Truth in \966,6s This work constitutes a
counter-reply to Rat'mond Picard's criticisms of his earlier book Ot
Xar,ra which had appeared in 1963. Picerd had argled that the "new"

f
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"new criticism' tumed language into a game of chance by imposing the
primary meanings of Racine's words as they would have been understood
in tle sevente€nth century, and substituting such "readings" .s might be
suggested by the subiectivities of psychoanal'tical or other extrinsic frames
of reference. In drc filst pan of his repln Barthes argues on hemreneutical
Srounds. What appears to be 'evident truth" depends on hermeneutical
fram€s of reference, and depends on interpretative 'choices".66 Bur in the
second part he goes firnher. He declares, "Each age can indeed believe
that it holds the canonicAl meaning of the work, but it sufnces to have a
slighdy broader historical perspective ir order for this circular meaning to be
transformed into a plural meaning and the closed work to be transformed
into an open work. The very definition of the work is changing: it is no
lon8er a historical fact . . . The po* is not sunoundc4 dcs;enate4 pntetted,
or dilected bJ m! s;ttot;ot, ,o pranieal life i thele to tcll us the neaning phieh
should be giam to it"67 lfwe ask about the reader's situation, rather than
the author's, 'this situation, as it changesr ,on 0rrs the work and does not
rediscover it."63

Barthes has now shifted his ground away from the hermeneutical
suspicion which is grounded in historicaliry. He appeals to gnerathe
models in linguistics end in semiotics as models to be applied ro tel1j
and literature. In these disciplines, we may note, these generative models
concem possibilities ofrroduction zrJd nmposition at the level of the ,1ur!r./€;
not the understanding or interpretation ofy'alr/r, or "message". Barties is
aware th.t he is moving between differenr serniotic levels. The theoretical
iustification for such movement, if it exists, can be found in the five pages
in Elntentt af Se iollgt which discussed staggered systems, connotative
semiotics and metalanguage. Bafthes's hJ?othetical and theoretical claims
about an infnit€ sedes of connotative and meta-linguistic langlageJayers
show that this shift from history to formal language-slstern had been
envisaged in principle two years earlier in 1964. If we begin with a
langu.ge-system of denotation, this gives rise to a system "above" ir of
second.ry connotation. But the language-sfsrem which we use to r.rndertake
a description and critique of rhe denotation languag€-system constitutes a
metalanguage lbelow' it. Theoretically, itwould be possible to account for
the metalanguage in terms of a meta-metalinguistic system at a still lower
level, Like mirror-images in a mirror, the layers could be repeated endlessly
in either direction, except that the laye$ do not consriture represenrational
images, but sig!-systems based on arbitrary sign-relations.

Barthes explains this in the following terms. He writes: "In comotative
semiotics the signifiers of the second system are constituted by the signs
of the 6rst;6e dis is reversed in metalangurge: there the signifiers of the
second system "takes over" a first langrage. But "nothing in principle
prevents a meta-languag€ from becoming in its turn the language-object of
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a new meta-langlage'. ?o As history advances, there could be "a diachrony
ofmetalanguages, and each science, including ofcourse semiology, would
contain the seeds of its own death, in the shape of the language destined
to speak it."7' Hence the obiective function ofthe "decipherer" has only a
relative and provisional obiectivity, because it is subiect to the history which
renews languages.

This may pardy answer the diffrculty oudined by Sindor Hervey as the
'paradox of semioclasm", except that semantic pluralism is now tie new
dogma. But the application of the lingristic and semiotic model in this
way no longer involves m.tters of lingristic science; it has brought us into
the domain ofphilosophy. For when /izgzisaalzzs speak of "connotation" as
seeondary inplicalion, t\e assumption is retained that the denotetive system
remains the primary one. Likewise, metalinglistic systems 5.t t the primary
language-system under consideration in terms of th€ inter-subiective

iudgments of the lang:uage-using community or linguistic observers. But
a constant llow of movement in which each meta-language is perceived to
change its level to that of primary language banishes the realities of the
inter-subjective world, and places langrage, rather than the inter-subiective
world, at the centre of the system. Linglisdc method hes now become a
linguistic oorll-r'r'rn. Whether or not this happens to be right or wrong' it
is no mor€ a s€miotic fiat 0l than it is a scientfic ,istrol when positivists
tum scientific method into a sciennfrc Do d-aiep. T0 rclh{c interaubiectiuilJ
b! iiknefluolit| it a ?hiksophi.al, not a tetniotic or l;ngu;stic nope.

Fokkerna and Kunne-Ibsch are probably correct when they suggest
that. as we have noted. Barthes is to some extent indebted to a view
of perc€ption and its relaoon to langxage which has been inspired by
Maurice Merleau-Ponty r. Even though he puts it forward "at the risk
of some misunderstanding' Roben Detweiler's rule-of-thumb conFast
between phenomenology and radicel structuralism is helpful: fie effect is

"not to discover how consciousness forms a syst€m ofbein8 and meaning,
but how system forms the being and meaning ofconsciousness '?3

Barthes has now gone further ihan his intention in On Racine "to
amputate literature from th€ individual".?a In his book S/Z (r97o) he
compares unfavourably those qpes of literature which proiect "a view",
or some standpoint located in history, which "writeiy" (scriftiblc) texts in
which signifiers havr free play. and readers are thereby inviled to partjcipale
il.lJ,\e pmfuction of the tert. In such terls /arir./lge ttrdfhas become the obiect
ofstudy, rather than what is said, or even what is heard through langlage.
Barthes begins S/Z with a repudiation of those versions of structualism
*hich see universals in narrative Stanrmar. This sigruls a move from his
references to "the tpology of actants proposed by AJ. Greimas" and
to T. Todorov and to V. Propp in I966.7s In condast to this approach
Barthes now declares that "all the stories in the Norld' do not add up tol
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one universal narrative grammal to pursue tle notion of single narrative
model is "exhausting" lnd "undesirable". In S/Z Barthes examines a short
story by Balzac called "Sarrasine" wlth a view to achieving two aims. Firsr
he wants to show that Balzac's view of life or "realiry" was already encoded
and produced by his oq,n linguistic and semiotic world. Second, he wants
to de-code or to trans-code the story at various levels in a way which will
release it to become a "l'dterly" text; one which is capable ofgenerating a
plurality of meanings in the producdon ofwhich reade$ can share.

The contrast beween "readerly' and '$,riterly" terls reflects Barthes's
earlier distinction (1960) between the kind ofwriter who uses language for
etua-linguistic purposes (the icriaart) and rhe kind of *Titer who writes
language 'intransitively" as a purely linguistic activity (dre ;arbair). In the
writing of the lmbaia meaning is plural, and therefore "postponed'. John
Sturrock conrments that in Banhes's view the lnira,/ will 'cede initiative
towords". He continues: "the text is a sortofverbal camival. .. a lineuistic
spectacle, and the reader is required to enjoy thar specracle for it! owr
sake rath€r than to look through language to the woild."76 James Joyce's
Finnegan\ Llahc represents an €xample ofthe lmlai, t activity. In this sense,
it is led rather than a ],r/[.

ln S/Z Barthes deconstructs the apparendy content-orientated nature
of Balzac's "Sarrasine" by two methodological devices. Pi.st, he does
away with Balzac's own divisions of his story in t€rms of paragmphs or
episodes. The story is read in a single linear continuum, broken up into
4 succession of 56r "lexemes" or reading-units.7? Second, he introduces
not one "code' but five: a hermeneutic code, a cultural code, a slrnbolic
code, a semic code, .nd an acrional code.?8 Th€ sJ'nbolic code is probably
clos€st to an)1hing implied by Saussure's longue, Jakobson's odz, ot tlrc
use of code in L6vi-Strauss. It constitutes a system of conEasts and
categorizations presupposed by dre temporal pro$ess of rhe story. The
semic code represents a particular and variant example of the sFnbolic
code. The hermeneutic code is a network ofouestions which are resolv€d
as the momentum of re narrative approaches ils closure. The actional code
relates to successiv€ srages ofthe action. Finally, the cultural code is virtually
an epistemological category. It represents a sysrem of knowledge and values
which are "accepted", stereotJ,Ired, or perceived in the story as "common
knowledge'.

These devices Fansform "Sarrasine' from the work ofan author. Balzac.
into a lmeess of t\e pmdartot of meaning in which many voices, including
successive readers, are involved. It matches ex.cdy Barthes's definition
of textuality in his r97r essay 'From Work to Text'. He *,rites: "The
Text must not be thought of as a defned obiect . . . The Teft is a
meihodological field".?e He continues: (The Texr is experienced only as
an activity, a production. [t follows that the Text cannot stop.'3o ln harmony
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with Dernda, Banhes assens, The Text, on Lhe contrary, practires the
infinite deferral of the signified".3' This infinity of deferral is trt to be
identified, Barthes insists, with the mere cordgibility of a uhermeneutic

process of deepening, but mther with a serial movement of dislocalons . . .
variations . . . ^n ineducibl. pfu'l.lilty.8' As Barthes repeats in his book fr?
Pleasrrc of the Text (Fr. 1973), the 't" or the "subiect' who was the author
has become a "paper" entrty only, who has "come undone', as ifa spider
were to become dissolved into its web.33 The Text itself now "plays", in
all its pluralities of possible meaninSs, .nd the reeder "plays twice over:
playing the t€xt as one plays a game", namely to "re_produce' the Ten; and

"playing the Tert as one would play music'.3r Barthes compares the notion
in post-serial music ofthe hearer's becoming "co-author" of the score

4. Difficulties and Questionsi the Inter-Mixnrre of
Semiotics and World-View

Atl this is part of a heavily potitical agenda. In traditional Protest.nt
bourgeois capitalism a privil€ged 6lite, nam€ly authors, expressed ideas
*hich presupposed traditional codes of values and pa$ems. These ideas
were gathered to form a priyileged "canon', and reFrded as "classics' of
litemture or religion. The bourgeoisie delegated to Professional "interpreF
ers', who formed anodrer dlite, th€ tesk of safeglarding "the" meanings of
the texts in question. But post-modem theories of liter.ture and semiotics
allow us to dispense with these models, according to Barthes. The author,
es human subject "comes undon€"; texts do not convey messagEs; they
are simply processes which cannot stop; in which 4t ats is inuted to
participate. They are cut off from authors, ftom situations, and from
the exlralinguistic world, to constitute an infirute oPen system of endless
signification. Barthes concludes, "As an institution fie author is dead: his
civil status, his biographical person have disapPeared" ss

We have already put fonard the argument thet Banhes's *ork after
1966 goes well beyond the principles suggested' let alone demanded, by
the semiotic theory of Saussure and his successors in linguistics This later
emphasis in S/Z and in The Pleasure of the Tat hor*ever, tums Saussure's
distinction between laaguc ?.lnd Tamle on its head. For it is lattgaz as en
arrtrd, and theoredcal constmct which generates postibililiesi parole, which

?lesultoses a spnking tubjen consdtutes dre actuality in langlage uitg
situations, [t is not the case, in Saussure, that I alole .an be generated by
a subieciless system, in isoladon from the ,outtrits on possibility imPosed

by the purposive rrr,'rrr o/ the sqeabins sahiect


